TLC PRIMETIME HIGHLIGHTS:
Weeks of March 30th (as of 3.26.15)

Below please find program highlights for TLC’s primetime schedule for the weeks of March 30th. There are preview episodes and episodic photography available for select programs/episodes on press.discovery.com. Please check with us for further information.

WEEK OF MARCH 30th (as of 3.26.15)

OF NOTE THIS WEEK:

Season Finale
WHO THE (BLEEP) DID I MARRY? – Monday, March 30

Special Episode
19 KIDS & COUNTING: “JESSA’S WEDDING” (2 Hours) – Tuesday, March 31

Series Premiere
7 LITTLE JOHNSTONS – Tuesday, March 31

MONDAY, MARCH 30

10/9c
WHO THE (BLEEP) DID I MARRY? – “A DEADLY SECRET”
Shawna Williams thought that by marrying one of her oldest friends, she was guaranteed a long and fulfilling partnership. She had no way of knowing that her husband Shawn had been harboring a threatening secret since their very first date.

10:30/9:30c
WHO THE (BLEEP) DID I MARRY? – “EVIL BEAUTY”
When Matt Woods looked at Meri McCracken, he saw a beautiful woman, even though there had been rumors about Meri for years that earned her the nickname “Crazy Meri.” Matt chose to ignore it, but within months, his marriage was a living hell.

TUESDAY, MARCH 31

7/6c
19 KIDS AND COUNTING: RECOUNT – “ALL ABOUT JESSA”
Featuring additional footage and viewer’s tweets – Game on for Jessa and Ben who hosts a flag football game. Before the couple ties the knot, the Duggar family remembers her throughout the years. See how Jessa matured from little girl to woman and relive special moments between her and fiancé Ben.

8/7c
19 KIDS AND COUNTING – “JESSA’S WEDDING”
The big day is finally here! The family comes together to give away another Duggar daughter, Jessa, to Ben Seewald. But with gloomy weather predictions, a huge bridal party and a list of non-traditional requests, can they pull it all off?

10/9c

7 LITTLE JOHNSTONS – “BIRDS AND BEES MAKE BABIES”
Trent and Amber Johnston are in the middle of renovating their dream home from top to bottom while raising five children. As the family prepares for Anna and Elizabeth’s first formal dance, they receive a shocking call from school.

WEDNESDAY, APRIL 1

9/8c

MY 600-LB LIFE – “CHAY’S STORY”
Chay is just 23, but to cope with the emotional turmoil of his childhood he has eaten his way to 600-lbs and it’s threatening to kill him before turning 30. When Chay loses his emotional support, he must find new strength to take control of his life.

10/9c

OUTRAGEOUS BIRTHS: TALES FROM THE CRIB – “BORN ON EMPTY” (TLC Network Premiere / Discovery Life Original Premiere)
A cop delivers a baby at a gas station; a woman has a baby six days after learning she’s pregnant; an aspiring singer gives birth during a talent competition.

THURSDAY, APRIL 2

9/8c

MY BIG FAT AMERICAN GYPSY WEDDING – “SO I MARRIED MY EX-BABYSITTER”
When a young gypsy man marries his ex-babysitter, the couple adds fire to a family feud that dates back over 30 years. Later, a progressive gypsy woman defies her traditional Romanichal mom by marrying a gorger.

10/9c

TRAILER PARK: WELCOME TO MYRTLE MANOR – “MANOR MELTDOWN”
Roxy schemes up a plan to gain the residents respect. Marvin and Anne start to question their future together. And the love triangle between Brock, Jessica and Britney gets more complicated when he moves into the trailer in their front yard.

FRIDAY, APRIL 3

9/8c

BRIDE BY DESIGN – “A DRESS TO DYE FOR”
Theresa loves color, and she hopes Heidi can create the perfect custom purple gown for her whimsical wedding. Using her “Build-a-Bride” line, Heidi helps very indecisive bride Sam finally realize what her true dream dress is.

9:30/8:30c
BRIDE BY DESIGN – “INDECISION REIGNS”
Catherine asks Heidi to design a custom gown for her years-in-the-making dream wedding, but disaster strikes during the final dress fitting. And when bride Emily tries every add-on from the “Build-a-Bride” collection, Heidi worries she won’t ever make a decision.

10/9c

SAY YES TO THE DRESS – “CASE OF DRESS DISTRESS”
Jamie is devastated when she falls in love with an over-budget gown her bossy bridesmaid picks out. Natalie has trouble committing to a dress in the absence of her ill mother. And during her fitting, bride Nadia is nervous her reception gown will be the wrong color.

10:30/9:30c

SAY YES TO THE DRESS – “LOVE AT FIRST SIGHT”
HuffPost Live correspondent and host, Caitlyn Becker, is torn between the first two dresses she tries on. Candace declares the first gown she wears is her dream dress. Fitting bride Danielle hopes she still loves the first dress she tried on and bought.

SUNDAY, APRIL 5

9/8c
LONG ISLAND MEDIUM – “COACH THERESA”
Theresa and Larry visit the restaurant where they ate every day while they were dating, but spirit interrupts their lunch. Later, Theresa helps a woman let go of the anger she has surrounding her brother’s death.

9:30/8:30c
LONG ISLAND MEDIUM – “SPIRIT ROLL”
Theresa visits the house where she first saw Spirit. Then, she surprises a firefighter with a reading, but he fears his son won’t come through. And things turn competitive when Theresa and Larry take a sushi rolling class.

10/9c
WHO DO YOU THINK YOU ARE? – “TONY GOLDWYN”
Beyond a family of Hollywood legends, actor/director Tony Goldwyn explores his maternal lineage. He is introduced to a heritage of political activism; a couple ahead of their time proudly fighting for abolition, women’s rights and westward expansion.